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By P. J. Night

Simon Spotlight. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 160 pages. Dimensions: 7.6in. x 5.0in.
x 0.5in.Jasmine is forced to face her darkest fears in this Creepover tale thats as scary as they come.
Jasmine Porter has always let her fear of the dark get the better of her: she even checks every nook
and cranny of her room each night for monsters before she hides under the covers! But Jasmines
imagination kicks into overdrive when her dad brings home a creepy maska mask that looks eerily
like the face of the boogeyman haunting Jasmines dreams. Though her dad insists the mask is
supposed to protect their home from evil spirits, Jasmine wont rest easy until the mask is gone. But
Jasmine soon finds out that the mask may be harder to get rid of than she thought This nightmare
in disguise is rated a Level 5 on the Creep-o-Meter. This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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The book is fantastic and great. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge I am just easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a composed publication.
-- B r a dley Ha hn-- B r a dley Ha hn

A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette
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